Bakker Oilfield Supply and BakerCorp
extend and expand co-operation
Bakker Groep Coevorden BV and BakerCorp. What`s the difference?
Or better said: “what are the similarities and how can these benefit you?”

BakerCorp
BakerCorp has a long term history in offering liquid storage solutions all over the world. After 60+ years of
serving a wide range of industries in the United States, 10 years ago, BakerCorp was the first to introduce
the tank rental concept to Europe. Today they are the largest and most experienced tank rental company in
the EU with 11 branches and an unmatched inventory of tanks and ancillaries.

Bakker Oilfield Supply Coevorden BV
Bakker Groep Coevorden BV shares approximately the same years of experience. In 2018 Bakker Groep
will celebrate their 65th anniversary and has, since their foundation, established a firm position in the
European Oil & Gas Industry.
Bakker Oilfield Supply Coevorden BV (B.O.S.), one of three active subsidiaries within Bakker Groep, offers
a wide range of rental products and services to the Oil and Gas Industry and has a strong position in the
Dutch Geothermal Industry. B.O.S. offers various field operations, maintenance and inspections, specific
well services, flaring and separation solutions and has a specialism in High Pressure Flowline Equipment
rental, maintenance and sales.
Besides all these activities B.O.S. has a very modern and well equipped workshop in which we can perform
High Pressure testing and the general maintenance and inspections of (well testing) equipment and
machinery.
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Bakker Oilfield Supply and BakerCorp
extend and expand co-operation

Your advantage
Both companies have similar interests in serving the Oil and Gas and Geothermal Industry. We have similar
high standards in quality and safety and share the philosophy of serving clients in the best possible and cost
effective way. Besides that, we very often supply the same clients with products and services from both our
portfolios. Plenty of reasons to strengthen our co-operation, combine forces and together serve the clients in
the Oil, Gas and Geothermal Industry by offering products and services from BakerCorp via Bakker Groep.
B.O.S. is able to support clients with original BakerCorp products and services. Most common items like
storage tanks, berms, hoses and manifolds are available from stock in Coevorden. Competitive pricing is in
place and import for you. Cost saving options with reference to combined purchasing and mobilisation of
rental equipment and services, when products from both companies are required for your projects!

New products BakerCorp
BakerCorp recently introduced new items to their product range. An interesting variety of air operated,
electric and diesel operated pumps. Part of the range is ATEX certified, silenced, and chemical resistant.
All models with a very robust design and suitable for on shore usage.
Filtration is the second new product range. Where Bakercorp already had a few filtration options available in
their tank range, recently this as expanded by introducing the Filtration Open Top Tank. The Duplex Bag
Filter systems have completed the BakerCorp filtration product portfolio.
These filter units are capable of removing solids down to 10 micron from liquids at small or moderate
volumes. Stainless steel vessels. Carbon steel, galvanised skids equipped with forklift pockets. All designed
for safe and easy operating and transportation according the high quality standards from BakerCorp.

New at Baker

Have a look at these new items!
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